
Phonics
Week beg
06.07.20

Group 1:Phase 5



Each day practise your phase 5 
sounds and your phase 5 tricky 
words. They are on the 
following slides.



Revisit Phase 5 phonemes



Phase 5

Tricky Words



oh 



their



people



Mr



Mrs



looked



called



could



asked





The ‘o’ sound (phoneme)

Teach: Monday 6th July



o
Can you read these words that 

contain the sound o?

Are you ready?
Lets go!



o

Spotted



o

Stopped



o

dropped



Have you noticed what is at the end of each of 
these words?

stopped
dropped
spotted
clotted
plopped



They all end in ed!

stopp ed
dropp ed
spott ed
clott ed
plopp ed



Rule: If the word ends with one vowel and one 
consonant, double the constant and add ed.

stop p ed
drop p ed
spot t ed
clot t ed
plop p ed



Can you read this 
sentence?

I dropped my washing in the muddy 
puddle and it got soaking wet!



Can you read this 
sentence?

I spotted a blackbird in a tall tree in 
my back garden!



Can you read this 
sentence?

I stopped because I heard a crashing 
noise in the distance. 



Apply

Write out  the sentence and put in 
the missing word.

I had a scone with jam and _________ cream.

clotted        dropped         stopped     plopped



Apply

Write out  the sentence and put in 
the missing word.

I was carrying a pile of books and I tripped 
and ________ them on the ground.

clotted        dropped         stopped     plopped



Apply

Write out  the sentence and put in 
the missing word.

The sports car screeched to a halt and 
eventually __________ at the traffic lights.

clotted        dropped         stopped     plopped





Alternative ‘o’ sounds

Teach: Tuesday 7th July



‘o’
Can you remember any ‘o’ words 

from yesterday?



‘o’
Did you remember any of these words?

spotted                  dropped

clotted         plopped         stopped



‘a’
Can you read these words that 

contain the sound ‘o’?

Are you ready?
Lets go!



a makes the o sound

wandered



a makes the o sound

washing



a makes the o sound

watching



a makes the o sound

what 
whatever



a makes the o sound

swan
swamp
swampy



Can you read this 
sentence?

I spotted that the man had dropped 
his washing.



Can you read this 
sentence?

I wandered through the forest but 
stopped because ahead I could see some 
swampy ground.



Can you read this 
sentence?

I was watching my dad running and I laughed so 
much because he slipped and fell in the swamp!



a makes the o sound o when it 
comes after a ‘w’ or ‘wh’

what 
whatever
wandered
watching
swampy



Apply

Write out  the sentence and put in 
the missing word.

I was ___________ the television but 
my brother turned it over!

wandered   watching    whatever   swampy



Apply

Write out  the sentence and put in 
the missing word.

We ___________ through the forest, 
looking for the rest of our friends.

wandered   watching    whatever   swampy



Apply

Write out  the sentence and put in 
the missing word.

We looked ahead and in the distance we 
could see an area of _________ ground. I 
was so glad I had my wellies!

wandered   watching    whatever   swampy





Alternative ‘o’ sounds

Teach: Wednesday 31st June



o/a
Can you read these words?

wandered          dropped             washing

spotted       stopped         whatever

swampy      watching



Complete the activity below from your 
workpack.



Complete the activity below from your work-
pack.



Thursday: Practice your spellings

• Remember to use 



Friday: Spelling Test

Good Luck!


